Structure and Properties of Polyfluoride Fn(-) Clusters (n = 3-29).
The electronic and geometrical structures of the neutral Fn and singly negatively charged Fn(-) polyfluorides (n = 3-29) are studied using three levels of theory: density functional theory (DFT) with generalized gradient approximation, hybrid Hartree-Fock-DFT, and hybrid HF-DFT with long-range corrections. For n > 4, each polyfluoride possesses a number of states with different geometries that are closely spaced in total energy. The geometrical structures of the lowest total energy states follow different patterns for the even-n and odd-n Fn(-) anion branches with a preference for higher symmetry geometries. The largest F29(-) anion considered is found to possess Oh symmetry. All the anions beginning with F3(-) are found to possess adiabatic and vertical electron detachment energies exceeding the electron affinities of halogen atoms and are therefore superhalogen anions. Electron affinities, energies of formation, and binding energies show oscillatory behavior as functions of the number n of fluorine atoms. The neutral Fn species are found to be barely stable and are bound by polarization forces. The Fn(-) anions, on the contrary, are quite stable toward the loss of F, F(-), and F2(-), but not to the loss of F2.